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Introduction

Abstract
Background: Pathologic response of tumor to therapy is an
important prognostic factor in predicting long-term survival of
patients with locally advanced rectal cancer. Pathologic complete
response indicates excellent surival. The majority of rectal
cancers are discovered in locally advanced forms (UICC stage
II, III), which require agressive treatment. Usually it consists of
preoperative radiochemotherapy, followed by surgery 6-8 weeks
later and finally by postoperative chemotherapy. After preoperative
radiochemotherapy complete pathologic response of tumor (no
tumor cells in rectal wall or perirectal lymph nodes in resected
specimen) occurs in 7-30%.
Aim: We wanted to determine the effect of tumor regression
on long-term survival of patients treated with preoperative
radiochemotherapy.
Methods: Patients with rectal cancer stage II or III, treated
surgically at Clinical department of abdominal surgery, University
Medical Centre Ljubljana, between 2006 and 2010, were included
in this retrospective study. Clinical and pathohistologic data were
acquired from computer databases and information about survival
from Cancer Registry. Survival was estimated according to KaplanMeier method. Significance of prognostic factors was evaluated
in univariate analysis, comparison was carried out with log-rank
test. The multivariate analysis was performed according to the Cox
regression model; statistically significant variables from univariate
analysis were included.
Results: 202 patients met inclusion criteria. Median follow-up was
53,2 months. Pooperative stage ypT0N0 (pathologic complete
response, pCR) was observed in 14,8% of patients. Pooperative
stage has statistically significant impact on survival (p = 0,001).
5-year survival in patients with pCR was > 90%. Pooperative T and
N status were also found to be statistically significant (p = 0,011
for ypT and p < 0,001 for ypN). According to multivariate analysis,
tumor response to neoadjuvant therapy was the only independent
prognostic factor (p = 0,003).
Conclusions: Pathologic response of tumor to preoperative
radiochemotherapy is an important prognostic factor for prediction
of long-term survival of patients with locally advanced rectal cancer.
Achieving pCR was proved to be a sign of excellent prognosis, as
5-year survival of these patients exceeded 90%.
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Colorectal cancer is one of the most important oncological issues
worldwide. It is estimated that in 2012 1,4 millions of colorectal
cancer patients were newly discovered, which accounts for 9,7% of
newly diagnosed cancers. Almost 700 000 people died because of
colorectal cancer in 2012, that is 8,5% of cancer-related deaths. Rectal
cancer represents approximately one third of colorectal cancer [1].
The main problem with rectal cancer is that it is usually discovered
in locally advanced form (UICC stage II, III), which is why it mostly
requires agressive treatment. Standard approach to patient with
locally advanced rectal cancer consists of neoadjuvant radiotherapy
with or without chemotherapy, followed by surgery (usually total
mesorectal excision) and adjuvant chemotherapy [2-4].
It is well known that pathologic tumor response to therapy is
an important prognostic factor for long-term prognosis. Moreover,
patients with complete pathologic response to neoadjuvant treatment
have much better prognosis than patients with less or no response.
The aim of this study was to find out if tumor regression affected
long-term survival in patients with localy advanced rectal cancer,
treated with neoadjuvant radiochemotherapy.

Materials and Methods
This retrospective research included patients with locally
advanced rectal cancer (stage II, III), treated in Clinical department
of abdominal surgery, University Medical Centre Ljubljana between
2006 and 2010. Totally 501 patients with rectal carcinoma were
treated: 287 only surgically (therefore they were excluded from the
study) and 214 with preoperative radiotherapy or radiochemotherapy.
After analysing available medical documentation and considering
exclusion criteria, 202 patients from the second group were selected
for the research.

Exclusion criteria were following
Stage I or IV at diagnosis; noninvasive tumors, tumors in situ,
inoperable tumors (no resection was performed, only colo- or
ileostomy was created), nonradical resection (R1, R2), reoperation
because of tumor relapse.

Relevant patients’ data were
Age, genre, type of operation, survival, preoperative stage
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established by MRI (cTNM), type of neoadjuvant therapy and
pathohistological findings. The latter allowed for a classification of
the anatomical extent of the disease according to the Seventh edition
of the UICC TNM classifiation [5]. Histopathological regression
grade of the primary tumor after neoadjuvant radiochemotherapy,
was assessed according to Dworak regression scale [6]: grade 0 - no
regression, grade 1 - dominant tumor mass with obvious fibrosis and/
or vasculopathy, grade 2 - few tumor cells or groups and dominantly
fibrotic changes, grade 3 - very few tumor cells in fibrotic tissue with
or without mucous substance and grade 4 - no tumor cells, only
fibrotic mass. Grade 4 means pathological complete regression.

Statistics
In the research, survival of patients, treated with neoadjuvant
therapy and surgery was observed. Some of the patients received
radiotherapy only, others received radiochemotherapy, but they were
not considered as two different groups as our point of interest was
overall survival. We know that addition of chemotherapy to radiation
lowers chance of local recurrence but it does not affect overall
survival [7,8]. As the beginning of the follow up we considered the
date of operation. Survival data were provided by Cancer registry.
Kaplan-Meier method was used to analyse survival. Significance of
prognostic factors was evaluated with univariate analysis an log-rank
test. Statistically sigificant variables from univariate analysis were
used in multivariate analysis; with Cox regression model independent
variables with effect on long-term survival of rectal cancer patients
were pointed out.
All statistical analyses were carried out with statistical program
SPSS 19.0.0 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, USA). A p value < 0,05 was considered
statistically significant.

Results
202 rectal cancer patients were included in the research. 114
(56.4%) were male and 88 (43.6%) female. The median age was 62.5
years (range 33-86). Median follow up was 53.2 months (range 2988). According to preoperative diagnostics (physical examination,
laboratory tests, chest radiography, ultrasound of abdomen and MRI
of pelvis) TNM stage was established. 38 patients (18.5%) had stage II
and 164 (81.5%) stage III of the disease.They all received neoadjuvant
treatment: long-course radiotherapy (radiation of totally 50,4 - 54
Gy) and most of them additional chemotherapy (5-fluorouracil
or capecitabine). 6-8 weeks after finishing preoperative treatment
all patients underwent TME surgery. 152 (75%) patients had low
anterior resection, of which 2 were without creating anastomosis
(Hartmann resection) and 1 was laparoscopic. 52( 25%) patients
underwnet abdominoperineal excision. 168 (83%) patients received
postoperative 5-FU based chemotherapy. The rest 17% of patients did
not receive adjuvant therapy because of postoperative complications,
preexisting comorbidities or favourable patohistological results.
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Analysing closely the group of patients with complete pathological
response (ypT0N0), 17 of them (57%) had preoperatively stage II
disease and 13 (43%) stage III. Preoperative stage T was following:
cT2 in 6 patients (20%), cT3 23 (77%) and cT4 1 patient (3%). Lymh
nodes were preoperatively negative in 17 patients (57%) and cN1 was
established in 13 (43%). In none of the patients with pathological
complete response cN2 was detected preoperatively.

Survival analysis
The Kaplan-Meier method was used for analysis of survival.
Significance of prognostic factors was evaluated with univariate
analysis and statistical significance was tested with log-rank test.
Results are gathered in table 1 and shown in figure 1.
The results show that patients with complete pathological
response (ypT0N0) have excellent prognosis, as 5-year survival rate
exceeds 90% (72% in postoperative stage II ad 57% in postoperative
stage III). Statistically significant are also differences in survival
according to preoperative T stage (p = 0.011) and preoperative N
stage (p < 0.001). If tumor cells are found in resected specimens, it
means worse prognosis, as 5-year survival rate falls from 80 % in
ypN0 to 65% in ypN1 and only 30% in ypN2.
There are no statistically significant differences in survival
according to Dworak tumor regression grade and preoperative stage
(p = 0.513 and 0.389, respectivelly).

Cox regression – multivariate analysis
According to univariate analysis, statistically important variables
are pooperative stage and pooperative T and N. We used proportional
hazards model or the Cox regression to check, if any of aforementioned
variables, including response to preoperative therapy (considered as
postoperative downstaging), act as independent prognostic factors in
predicting survival in patients after neoadjuvant therapy. The results
are shown in table 2. ypT, ypN and postoperative stage do not act as
independent variables. The only statistically significant independent
prognostic factor is the response to neoadjuvant therapy (p < 0.003).

Table 1: Results of survival analysis
Median
survival
[years]

95% confidence p (log rank)
interval

Pooperative stage 0

6.6

6.1-7.1

pooperative stage I

6.4

5.8-6.9

Pooperative stage II

5.5

4.9-6.1

Pooperative stage III

4.9

4.3-5.6

Pooperative stage IV

3.7

2.8-4.6

ypT0

6.6

6.1-6.7

ypT1

6.0

5.2-6.9

ypT2

6.1

5.5-6.7

Pathohistological findings of resected specimens revealed

ypT3

5.3

4.8-5.8

31 patients (15.3%) with complete tumour response in rectal
wall (ypT0). Other results were: ypT1 in 13 patients (6%), ypT2 in 46
(23%), ypT3 in 104 (52%) and ypT4 in 7 patients (4%).

ypT4

3.9

2.0-5.8

ypN0

6.1

5.8-6.5

ypN1

5.2

4.4-6.0

ypN2

3.7

3.0-4.4

Lymph nodes in resected specimens

Dworak 0

4.4

2.5-6.4

Dworak 1

4.6

4.0-5.2

In 133 patients (66%) no tumor cells were found in them (ypN0)
and in the 69 patients (34%), the lymph nodes were positive.

Dworak 2

4.9

4.4-5.4

Dworak 3

5.0

4.6-5.4

Dworak 4

4.6

3.8-5.5

Preoperative stage II

5.8

5.0-6.6

Preoperative stage III

5.6

5.1-6.0

For 103 patients (51%) information about pathological response
according to Dworak grade were also described. Grade 4 or complete
pathological regression was observed in 12 patient (5.9%). Grade 3
was observed in 15 patients (14.3%), grade 2 in 37 (17.3%), grade 1
in 35 (18.3%), while no regression was observed in 4 patients (2%).
After neoadjuvant therapy, TNM stage was reassessed. 30 patients
(14.8%) achieved final stage 0 (ypT0N0), which means complete
pathologic response to preoperative treatment. Other tumors responded
as follows: pooperative stage I was achieved in 45 patients (22.3%), stage
II in 52 (25.8%), stage III in 63 (31.2%) and stage IV in 12 patients (5.9%).
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0.001

0.011

<0.001

0.513

0.389

Table 2: Results of multivariate analysis
Hazard ratio 95% confidence interval p
ypT

1.307

0.847-2.014

0.226

ypN

1.507

0.935-2.428

0.092

Postoperative stage

1.268

0.793-2.027

0.793

1.4-5.3

0.003

Downstaging (response 2.725
to preoperative therapy)
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Figure 1: Survival according to: a – pooperative stage, b – pooperative T (ypT), c – pooperative N (ypN), d – Dworak regression grade, e – preoperative
stage.
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Figure 2: Survival according to response to neoadjuvant therapy (0: no response, 1: response): a – group of patients with preoperative stage II, b – group of
patients with preoperative stage III.

Figure 2 shows differences in survival according to response to
neoadjuvant therapy in group of patients with preoperative stage II,
compared to group of patients with preoperative stage III. To sum
up, survival is statistically significantly better if patients respond to
neoadjuvant therapy.

Discussion
So far, various researches tried to answer the question, whether
pathologic response to preoperative therapy means better prognosis
in terms of survival or not. They mostly comprised smaller groups
of patients (100, rarely up to 170) and median follow up was mostly
30-40 months. In our research, we wanted to confirm results of
foreign studies on a larger group of patients with longer follow up
and evaluate their clinical implications. Our research group consisted
of 202 patients and median follow up was 53 months, which is why we
consider our results relevant.
Complete pathologic response (pCR), which means stage ypT0N0
or in other words no tumor cells in resected surgical specimen, can
be detected in 7-24% of patients with locally advanced rectal cancer,
treated with neoadjuvant therapy [9-26]. Some newer researches
report up to 30% of pCR [27]. Our results are comparable with those
studies, as we detected 14.8% of pCR. Using statistical analysis, we
found out that pCR means excellent prognosis, as 5-year survival rate
turned out to be > 90% (p = 0.001). Similar results can be found in
the literature: meta analysis of 12 larger researches worldwide reports
90.2% 5-year survival rate in pCR patients (p = 0.0001) [27]; similar
percentage (90% or more) is mentioned in various other studies
[12,25,26,28,29], while others failed to prove relation between pCR
and better survival [15]. In the literature, strong evidence exists that
patients with pCR have very few local recurrences (2-5% in 5 years)
and that there are statistically significant differences, if groups of
patients with pCR are compared to those who failed to respond to
preoperative treatment [12,26,28]. It is important to state that some
researches detected no local recurrences at all in groups of pCR patients
[15,25]. Nevertheless, regardless of no local recurrences, chance of
distant metastases still exists. Primary tumor can completely respond
to neoadjuvant therapy, but the problem are distant micrometastatic
focuses, which can stay undetected in the time of primary diagnostics.
They can respond to neoadjuvant therapy or not, in the latter case they
remain the source of tumor cells even after successful neoadjuvant
treatment at the site of primary tumor [27].
According to our research, pT, pN and postoperative stage all
importantly affect survival. Lower pT, no tumor cells in resected lymph
nodes and lower postoperative stage mean better prognosis (p = 0.011;
<0.001 and 0.001 for pT, pN and postoperative stage, respectivelly).
Nevertheless, none of mentioned variables proved to be statistically
Potisek et al. Clin Med Rev Case Rep 2015, 2:054

significant in multivariate analysis. The only prognostic factor,
which acts as independend variable, was response to neoadjuvant
therapy, in other words downstaging (p = 0.003). Many researches
so far tried to figure out what happens to patients that respond to
neoadjuvant therapy, but the response is not complete. This type of
response is called partial pathologic response. As in our case, they
demonstrated better prognosis in group of patients with partial
response compared to group of patients with no response [16,25,30].
Literature also reports effects of nodal status on survival and local
recurrence. Tumor deposits in local lymph nodes almost invariably
mean worse prognosis. In those cases, postoperative chemotherapy is
of undoubtable benefit [30].
An interesting finding is that by approximately 17% of patients
with ypT0 tumor cells in perirectal lymph nodes can still be found.
These patients act similar as group of patients with no response to
neoadjuvant therapy [15,30].
It is important to put stress on the fact that evaluating tumor
response to neoadjuvant radiochemotherapy only on the basis
of downstaging can be misleading. Tumor can decrease in size
significantlly (for example from preoperative T3 to postoperative
T2), but there may be no evident tumor regression, which means
considerable mass of tumor cells in macroscopically small tumor. On
the other hand, despite of no downsizing after neoadjuvant therapy,
there may be good regression and very few or no tumor cells are
found in the resected surgical specimen. According to these findings,
researchers propose to include regression grade (on cellular level) as
prognostic factor [22,31].
Our research however failed to prove regression grade an
important prognostic factor (p = 0.513), which is in contrast with
most of foreign studies. The reason could be that at the beginning of
the research (in 2006) in Slovenia regression grade was not evaluated
and between 2007 and 2008 it was evaluated inconsistently. Only after
2008 it became mandatory part of pathologic report. Consequently
we have information about Dworak regression grade for only 51% of
patients, which is why they are not reliable.
Nevertheless, comparisson with other studies may be
difficult from another reason. Namely, there is no uniform way of
determining regression grade. Some of the studies used Mandard’s
recommendations [19,23,29,31-33], others Dworak’s [21,22] and
some used RCRG (»Rectal cancer regression grade«) classification
[20]. In all of those classifications, one of the grades means
complete regression without detectable tumor cells and one no
regression, while definitons of intermediate grades differ. In spite
of this inconsistency most researches proved that good response to
chemoradiotherapy (complete or partial tumor regression) acts as
• Page 4 of 7 •
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independent prognostic factor and usually means less locoregional
recurrences and longer overall survival [19-21,23,29,31-33]. Polish
researchers pointed out that complete pathological regression can act
as prognostic factor, but in case of any residual tumor regression grade
has no independent effect on overall survival because of probability
of tumor focuses in regional lymph nodes [24]. French trial failed to
prove improved survival in a group of patients with complete and
almost complete tumor regression compared to the group of patients
with no regression [34].
According to our and some other studies it is evident that in the
population there are patients who respond very well to preoperative
treatment or even achieve complete pathological response, which
means excellent prognosis. It prompted researches to search possible
predictive factors for good response to radiochemotherapy. Korean
trial showed correlation between pCR and 3 factors: preoperatively
low serum CEA ( <5ng/ml), sufficient negative circumferential margin
and no microscopic ulcerations (ulceration means inflammation,
tissue hypoxia and worse oxygenation, which causes tumor to respond
poorly to radiochemotherapy) [18]. Canadian research proved
interval between the end of neadjuvant treatment and operation to
be the only independent prognostic factor for pCR. According to
their results interval, longer than 8 weeks, means bigger chances for
complete response [17]. American trial confirmed the importance of
larger negative circumferential margin and low serum CEA ( < 2,5 ng/
ml) and moreover, it was proven that smaller distance to anocutaneus
margin enchances ocurrence of pCR. This research failed to prove the
importance of preoperative tumor stage, eventhough the authors
stated that it could prove important if uniform measuring methods
were introduced [35].
French research emphasized the importance of vascular tumor
invasion as negative predictive factor for pCR [34]. Next, researchers
proved the correlation between good response to neadjuvant
chemoradiotherapy and lower 18F-FDG standardised uptake values
(»SUV«) on 18F-FDG PET. Therefore they suggested that 18F-FDG
PET could be used to distinguish the patients with no response to
neoadjuvant therapy and those, in whom good response may be more
probable [36].
There remains the question why achieving pCR means good
prognosis. The answer might be simple: pCR is achieved in tumors,
which themselves have a favourable biological profile with lesser
susceptibility to local recurrences or distant metastases. It off course
means better survival rates [28]. Various trials tried to find possible
biological markers for pCR. Spanish researchers found out that
expression of Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR) implicates
worse response to preoperative therapy. Moreover, searching for
patients with expression of this receptor could be useful, if new
chemotherapeutics-monoclonal antibodies against EGFR were
developed [37]. Worse response to neoadjuvant terapy can be
expected in patients with enzyme cyclooxygenase-2 overexpression
and low levels of spontaneous apoptosis in pretreatment biopsies.
Researchers proposed treatment with selective cyclooxygenase-2
inhibitors in these patients, which could improve pathological
response [38]. Another research group investigated whether gene
expression profiling could contribute to selection of patients that
respond well to neoadjuvant chemotherapy. They established that
level of expression of certain 54 genes can offer relativelly reliable
prediction of non-responders to treatment [39].
Considering data aboud excellent prognosis in patients with
pCR, a question about most appropriate therapy appeared. Could
neoadjuvant radiochemotherapy without surgery suffice or might less
extensive operation, for example transanal local excision be a better
option for them [3,28,40]? There are many reasons against TME: it is a
mutilating procedure with significant mortality and many long-term
consequences (fecal incontinence, urinary and sexual dysfunction).
But on the other hand, without surgery we cannot reliably assess pCR
as accuracy of other methods for response to preoperative treatment
is small [41].
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Is there any possibility to assess preoperatively, whether
patients responded to treatment completely and all tumor cells were
destroyed? One of the options is analysis of prognostic factors and
biological markers of pCR as mentioned in previous paragraph, but
unfortunately, this is not a routine clinical practice. Brasilian research
group first defined a possible solution to this question: complete clinical
response (cCR), which led them to furhter treatment decisions. cCR
stands for a list of clinical and endoscopic characteristics: whitening
of rectal wall mucosa, telangiectasias within mucosa, scars in rectal
wall, seen as light stiffness of the wall during the insuflation. If an
ulceration, palpable node or stenosis are found during examination,
it means incomplete clinical response. Two different terms are used:
initial cCR, which is assessed immediately after neoadjuvant therapy,
and sustained cCR, when cCR is mantained for 10 weeks-12 months
after completing chemoradiotherapy. Whenever incomplete cCR
is detected, transanal excission may be performed. The problem of
this approach is that we do not know anything about nodal status.
Namely, in lymph nodes residual tumor cells may still be present [42].
Brasilian researchers were the first to introduce so-called »wait-andsee« approach in selected group of patients. Those patients were not
operated, yet were closely followed. Regular control examinations
were performed once monthly in the first year, once in two months
in the second year, once in three months in the third year, once in a
half year in the fourth year and once per every following year. They
consisted of clinical examination, rigid proctoscopy, biopsies and
measurements of serum CEA levels. In this trial only 99 patients with
sustained cCR were included. 5-year overall survival was 92,7% and
5-year disease free survival 85%, which is comparable with results
in operated patients. According to the results of exsistent trial they
concluded that »wait-and-see« is safe and successfull method, but
only in carefully selected patients with low-rectal carcinoma and
good response to neadjuvant therapy [41].
In addition to Brasilian trial there exist several other trials, which
studied this type of approach to rectal cancer patients. Dutch research
group defined cCR on the basis of MRI and endoscopy as follows: on
MRI no residual tumor is detected or only fibrosis is present; there
are no suspicious lymh nodes; endoscopically there can be no residual
tumor seen; biopsy must be negative; if in the beginning tumor is
palpable at the digitorectal examination, it should be undetectable
at the same examination after neoadjuvant therapy. Their testing
group numbered 21 patients: oncological outcome was comparable
to the outcome in operated patients, 2-year survival was 100%, local
recurrence was detected in 2%. Moreover, unoperated patients had
significantly less functional complications. Researchers put stress on
the importance of assessing nodal status after neoadjuvant therapy
when making a decision whether certain patient is appropriate for
»wait-and-see« approach. They used MRI to assess nodal status,
which was not the case in Brasilian trial. Consequently the latter
included more patients with undetected residual tumor cells in
lymph nodes. It might be the reason why oncological outcome in
brasilian trial is worse than in the Dutch one [43]. Other trials did
not present such good results of »wait-and-see« approach, in fact they
noted significantly more local recurrences (23-83%) while long term
survival could be compared to long term survival in operated patients.
One must point out the limitations of current researches: they
are small, retrospective studies with short follow-up, therefore
more extensive trial should be carried out in the future [44]. The
most appropriate would be a prospective randomised clinical trial
to compare »wait-and-see« approach to standard neoadjuvant
radiochemotherapy with total mesorectal excision of rectal cancer.
However, random patient assignment to either of research groups
could be questionable [45]. At the end, let us consider American
retrospective trial, which assessed the percentage of patients
with preoperatively determined cCR that actually achieved pCR,
determined postoperatively. Only a fourth of cCR patients achieved
also pCR, which reminds us again, how important is careful selection
of patients, suitable for nonoperative treatment [46].
Another approach to rectal cancer patients should be mentioned.
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Various researches were carried out to compare effectiveness of local
excision to effectivenes of total mesorectal excision in smaller tumors
(T3) that responded well to preoperative radiochemotherapy. The
results show that local recurrences were encountered more frequently
in local excision group, but overall survival was comparable. Local
excision proved to be a good treatment option with lesser probability
of worse functional outcome in smaller tumors with good response to
neodjuvant therapy, but only when strict criteria were considered. It
must be stated that existent studies are small and with short follow up,
which requires caution when interpreting results [47,48].
As it was mentioned before, our research allowed us to demonstrate
that patients with good response to preoperative radiochemotherapy
have better prognosis and less recurrences or distant metastases.
For them, benefits of neoadjuvant therapy are indisputable. Existent
research should be a basis for further researches, with which predictive
factors of good or poor respose to radiochemotherapy in a population
of patients with locally advanced rectal cancer could be defined.
At last, another issue should be mentioned. In a population
there are always patients with poor or no response to neodjuvant
therapy. Do they benefit from radiochemotherapy at all? It is
proven that preoperative radiochemotherapy generally (except for
patients with pCR) does not improve overall survival. It certainly
diminishes possibility of local recurrences, but the main cause of
death in rectal cancer patients are usually distant metastases, which
can not always be prevented by neoadjuvant therapy [49,50]. Many
studies show that high quality of radical total mesorectal excisions
overweights multimodal treatment. The question remains whether
chemotherapeutics and radiation are really so vital for rectal cancer
patients. The fact is that with quality radical mesorectal excision all
tumor tissue and lymph nodes are removed [51]. There is no doubt
that TME is mutilating procedure which causes many functional
disabilities, but on the other hand radiochemotherapy also has
its side effects. One of them are long-term effects because of nerve
and vascular damage in perirectal area, which means worsening of
anorectal function. It can be much worse after radiochemotherapy
than after TME alone [52]. We do not have enough surveys on
posttreatment life quality, which is why we cannot compare both
treatment approaches objectively. In the future this type of surveys
would be mandatory to define most appropriate approach with best
oncological and functional outcome in patients, who respond to
treatment poorly or do not respond at all.
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